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1 Motivation

. seondary eletrons emitted from plasma bound-aries are generally very important for the operationof a gas disharge{ dieletri barrier disharges for instane: exper-imental evidene that stability of the di�usivemode is ontrolled by seed eletrons at the ele-trodes [1℄. up to now not lear how seondary eletrons aremade available on the mirosopi sale{ one possibility: de-exitation of metastables atthe boundary with subsequent release of surfaeeletrons (see Fig. 1)
Wall Plasma N�2

N2Fig. 1: Eletron release through de-exitation of ametastable nitrogen moleule impating on a surfae.
. metastable de-exitation proess an take plae inseveral possible ways:{ Penning de-exitation{ Penning exhange-proess{ diret (resonant) harge transfer{ . . .. released eletron an emerge from bulk or surfaestate. total number of released eletrons per impatingmetastable partile: seondary eletron emissionoeÆient e. aim of our investigations: quantum-kineti simu-lation of the de-exitation of metastable nitrogenmoleules on a dieletri surfae (preferablyAl2O3)and alulation of e
2 Model

. we need experimental & theoretial data to om-pare our results with, so that we an{ validate our approah{ benhmark our alulations and the approxima-tions that may be neessary{ ensure that our desription is detailed enough forthe plasma ontext. problem: data available only for N�2 de-exitationon Al ([2℄) but not on Al2O3. therefore we onsider Al / N�2 system as a startingpoint. dominant metastable state: N2(3�+u ). initial step: investigate Penning de-exitation pro-ess (see Fig. 2). time-dependent non-equilibrium proess. hypothesis: proess driven by Coulomb interationbetween an eletron on the moleule and an ele-tron in the solid. approximations:{ ideal planar Al surfae extending over the halfspae z < 0{metastable moleule:� two-level system onsisting of ground state ('0')& exited state ('1')� only one single ative eletron�motion of the moleule's enter ~R(t) separatedfrom the dynamis of the system and suppliedexternally (trajetory approximation [3℄){ only one single ative eletron in the solid
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"0bCFig. 2: Shemati of the Penning de-exitation pro-ess (solid lines) in an Al / N �2 system showing theeletroni struture and the qualitative behaviour of thewave funtions. The Penning exhange proess is in-diated using dashed lines.
. model Hamiltonian:

H = H0 +H1(t) (1)H0 = X~k "~k y~k ~k +X~q "~q y~q ~q
+Xm "0 y0m 0m +Xm "1 y1m 1m (2)

H1(t) = X~k;~q;m
�V ~q;1m0m;~k (t) y0m~k y~q 1m + h::� (3)

~k :::metal eletron states~q ::: free eletron statesm:::moleular magneti quantum number. moleule motion ontained in H1(t). Penning matrix element:
V ~q;1m0m;~k (t) = Z d~r Z d~r 0 	�0m �~r � ~R(t)�
�	~k�~r�VC ���~r � ~r 0���	�~q �~r 0� 	1m �~r 0 � ~R(t)�(4). to alulate V ~q;1m0m;~k (t) we need wave funtions:{ eletron on moleule: linear ombination ofatomi orbitals (LCAO) using hydrogen-likewave funtions ) ground state 2�u & exitedstate 2�g
	0m(~r ) = 	2�mu (~r ) = 	A2pm(~r ) + 	B2pm(~r ) (5)

= 1pN2�u (�2m)�52p8� reim'
��e��pr2+(z+%2)2 + e��pr2+(z�%2)2�(6)	1m(~r ) = 	2�mg (~r ) = 	A2pm(~r )� 	B2pm(~r ) (7)

= 1qN2�g (�2m)�52p8� reim'
��e��pr2+(z+%2)2 � e��pr2+(z�%2)2�(8)r; z ::: ylindrial oordinates ; �= 3:5aBN2�u=g :::Normalization onstants% ::: interatomi distane{ eletron in surfae: model solid as a potentialwell with square on�ning potential step & usebox normalization (see also Fig. 2)

	~k (~r) = 1LpL eikxx eikyy 	kz(z) (9)
	kz(z) = �eikzz +Rkze�ikzz��(�z)+ Tkze��kzz �(z) (10)

{ emitted eletron: plane waves (see also Fig. 2)
	~q (~r) = 1LpL ei~q~r (11)

3 Quantum kinetis
. problem dealt with is an intrinsi non-equilibriumproess. we aim to perform a quantum-kineti simulation ofthis proess. method of hoie: Keldysh Green's funtion teh-nique

. generalization of ordinary Green's funtion teh-nique using a time ontour in the omplex plane. �rst step: onsider evolution of exited state. equation of motion (Dyson equation) for retardedGreen's funtion (ompat notation):GR1m = GR(0)1m +GR(0)1m �R1m GR1m (12). alulate self energy �R1m in seond order pertur-bation theory (see Fig. 3)) entral funtion:�1m(t1; t2) =X~k;~q V ~q;1m0m;~k �(t1)V ~q;1m0m;~k (t2)n~k(t0)
� e�i("0+ "~q� "1� "~k)(t1�t2) (13)

�1m(t1; t2) = t1 t2G(0)~qG(0)0mG(0)~k�~q (t1; t2) = t1 t2G1mG(0)0mG(0)~kFig. 3: Seond order self energies for an eletron inthe exited moleule state and the free eletron state(note the dressed Green's funtion G1m).
. Eq. (12) solvable iteratively
GR1m (t; t0) = GR(0)1m (t; t0)T e� tRt0 dt1 tRt0 dt2 �R1m(t1;t2)(14) oupation number of exited state:

n1m(t) = 12 � 12 tZ
t0 dt1

tZ
t0 dt2

��1m(t1; t2)
�T e� tRt1 dt01 tRt1 dt02 �R1m(t01;t02) Ta e� tRt2 dt01 tRt2 dt02 �A1m(t01;t02)�
+ 12 T e�

tRt0 dt1 tRt0 dt2 �R1m(t1;t2) Ta e� tRt0 dt1 tRt0 dt2 �A1m(t1;t2)
Ta= ::: (a)hronologial time ordering operator (15). now onsider total number of emitted eletronse = limt!1X~q n~q (t) = limt!1X~q 12 �1� iF~q (t; t)�(16). Keldysh omponent of Green's funtion F~q (t; t0):F~q (t; t0) � �iGR(0)~q (t; t0)GA(0)~q (t0; t0)

+ tZ
t0 dt1

t0Z
t0 dt2 GR(0)~q (t; t1) 
~q (t1; t2)GA(0)~q (t2; t0)

(17). Keldysh omponent of self energy 
~q (t; t0):
~q (t; t0) =X~k;m V ~q;1m0m;~k (t)V ~q;1m0m;~k (t0)�
�G�+(0)0m (t0; t)G+�(0)~k (t; t0)G+�1m (t; t0) (18)

. use full ('dressed') Green's funtion G+�1m to inor-porate lifetime e�ets of the exited stateG+�1m = eG+�(0)1m +GR(0)1m �++1m G+�1m (19). an be solved iteratively to give
G+�1m (t; t0) = G+�(0)1m (t; t0)T e� tRt0 dt1 tRt0 dt2 �R1m(t1;t2)
��1� t0Z

t0 dt1
t0Z

t0 dt2 �A1m(t1; t2)Ta e� t0Rt2 dt01 t0Rt2 dt02 �A1m(t01;t02)�
(20). total oupation number of free eletron statesX~q n~q (t) = 12Xm

tZ
t0 dt1

tZ
t0 dt2 �1m(t1; t2) �1

� t1Z
t0 dt001

t1Z
t0 dt002 �A1m(t001 ; t002)Ta e�

t1Rt002 dt01 t1Rt002 dt02�A1m(t01;t02)�
�T e� t2Rt0 dt01 t2Rt0 dt02�R1m(t01;t02) (21)

. for a time-loal self energy �1m(t1; t2) � Æ(t1�t2)this redues to results published by Makoshi [4℄

. Eq. (21) too omplex to be alulated numeriallyin onsiderable time ) physially motivated ap-proximations neessary
4 Matrix element

. an be alulated numerially from Eq. (4). to make �nal result (Eq. (21)) tratable numeri-ally, it would be desirable to separate ~k & ~q de-pendent terms from the matrix element alulation. only possible through approximations{ long-wavelength approximation:� assume "~q small) �~q big�	~q an be taken at the moleule's enter ~R(t)and moved in front of the integral{metal wave funtion dereases exponentially out-side the solid on a sale large ompared to themoleule's bond length (see Eq. (10) and Fig. 2)) expand 	~k around moleule's enter. in addition: variable transform: ~r ! ~r + ~R )time-dependene shifted to ~k & ~q dependent terms. �nal struture:
V ~q;1m0m;~k (t) = V~k(t)V~q (t)Vm (22)V~k(t) = ��kz	~k (~R(t)) (23)V~q (t) = 	�~q (~R(t)) (24)

Vm = Z d~r Z d~r 0z	�0m (~r)VC ���~r � ~r 0���	1m �~r 0�(25)
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Fig. 4: Real and imaginary part of the matrix ele-ment in arbitrary units (exat and with approxima-tions) for a normal inidene moleule trajetory at~k = 15(kmax � kmin)~ez, ~q = j~q j~ez (expliit energy on-servation assumed), m = 1. Apparently the appliedapproximations are good for larger times and distanesfrom the surfae (t � 10v0� / z � 4aB).
5 Outlook

. �nish alulation with approximated matrix ele-ment & ompare results with [2℄. repeat alulation for dieletri surfae. dieletri has di�erent energy sheme ompared toFig. 2 ) di�erent proesses possible (e.g. diretharge transfer) temporary negative ions). we need to adjust our approximations for a diele-tri surfae
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